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I. INTRODUCTION

Coral may be used as a substitution biomaterial to the bone
graft. Its physico-chemical and architectural properties seem to be adapted
to the biological requirements of the receiver bone.

The use of physical analysis methods, such as neutronic
radioactivation and X ray diffraction, shows that the coral, after its
implantation "in vivo" reaches a mineral composition and crystalline
structure comparable to those of a bone (1»2,5)^

In this work, we have studied the calcification mechanism of
this implant by using radioactive tracers.

The originality of this method consists in analysing the atomic
elements contained in the initial coral in function of the time spent
in the body, by marking the calcium and the strontium contained in its
structure.
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11• THE CORAL : A BIOMATERIAL

In table I, we compare the physico-chemical and the architectural

characteristics of the coral "Porites Lutea", from New-Calédonia, to

those of a spongy bone (3)_

This type of coral, purified beforehand, is marketed by

INOTEB (3). It is recommended for bone implantation in a spongy

environment.

Duration
of irradiation

in hours

0.5

4

5

Activity
in

Bq/Mg

114 ± 2

930 ± 40

1100 ± 40

Dose ; Dose emitted
of emissions j in thirty days
in MGy/day ; in Gy

i
44 ± 6 i 1.2 ± 0.2
400 ±60 ; 11 ± 2

460 ±70 i 13 ± 2
i

Table I : Characteristics of the coral "Porites Lutea" and of a spongy bone

For our experiments, the implants of the coral "Porites Lutea"

were cylindricaly shaped with a special diamond saw (length : 14 mm,

diameter : 6 mm).

III. EXPERIMENTATION

The radioactive isotopes, used as tracers, are generally produced

in nuclear reactors. They are the sources of very intense neutrons, which

induce important specific radioactivities. The neutronic radioactivation

experiments were performed at the Pierre Sue Laboratory, C. N. R. S.

at Saclay.

1. Neutrom'c radiactivation principle

When a sample is bombarded by a neutron flux, some nuclei undergo

nuclear reactions which transmute them into radioactive elements.
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These radioéléments emit specific gamma rays when they disintegrated

according to their decrease half life. These radiations indicate the

presence and the quantity of the element represented by the tracer.

2. Marking of the Calcium which constitutes the coral

Our study consisted in irradiating the coral for implantation

and following the transfer of the radioactivated calcium produced to

the body.

Choice of the reaction

The tracer must have physico-chemical and biological behaviours

similar to those of the calcium : the tracer is its isotope. Because

of the long duration of the implantations (nearly 5 months), a tracer

witha long half-life must be chosen. Among the nuclear reactions produced

on calcium, we retained the following :

44Ca(n,Y)
45Ca* with a period of 163 days

The 45ca* désintégration provides 6-rays of 256 keV maximum energy.

Duration of irradiation

Histological studies show that a long exposition to Y-rays

may cause bone destructions, even annihilate bone renewal- Using

thermoluminescence techniques, we measured the dose emitted by the coral

in function of the duration of its irradiations, at a neutron thermal

flux of 2.1013 n.cnT2-5"1-

Chemical
formula

Cristalline
structure

Porosity

Coral "Porites Lutea"

CoCO3

Aragoni te
Orthorombic system

* 50 %

Spongy bone

ea10-x(P04>6-x<C03y°H>2-x
0 x 2

Type B carbonate apatite
hexagonal system

Table II : Dose calculation in function of irradiation time
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The dose measurements in the cylinder of irradiated coral were

corrected for the sixtieth day after activation, as its implantation

was made at that date.

We integrated the dose for 30 days, because this period shows

an important cellular activity and the rays must alter this activity

as slightly as possible.

Some references about the radiosensitivity of the bone cells

allow us to define the size of the maximal dose which may be emitted

to the bone tissue by the radioactive coral, without risking serious

lesions. This limit dose is estimated at approximative^ 1 Gy (4). In

relation to this study, we chose an irradiation period of 30 minutes,

at a thermal flux of 2.103 n.cm~2.s~l, for the coral to be implanted.

Method of count

Radiocalcium 45 is a pure 3" emitter of 256 keV maximal energy.

The detection of these ray particles is difficult because of their weak

penetrating power. We use a liquid scintillation detector : the dissolved

sample is introduced into a liquid able to absorb the B ~ particles and

to restitute a part of their energy by fluorescence. This counting method

is very sensitive but not very selective, because the energy spectrum

of B emission is continuous.

Spectrum interferences occur, because of the presence of other

6" emitters such as 4 7Ca, 3 5 S * , 3 3P*.

To eliminate the radioéléments of short and medium period and

therefore reduce the activity of radioactivated coral, the datter is

implanted only two months after its activation. After this time of

decrease, only the presence of 3^S is harmful to radioactivity measurement,

is produced by the following nuclear reaction :

35Cl(n,p)35S* with 87 days of period

") = 167 keV

The two 3" emitters present an unsolyable spectral interference.

The activity of radioactive coral measured by liquid scintillation

represents the sum of the activities of the two radioéléments. So we

specified the purity (PR) of the manufactured 45^3* tracer experimentally.

Very pure samples of NH4CI were irradiated with coral simultaneously.

The elements N and H are very little activated, the irradiation of NH4CI

induces a very pure isotopic source of 3 5S*. Knowing the amount of Cl



in coral (0,03 to 0,06 % ) , we deduce the activity of 3 5 S * by mil 1 igramm

of coral.

PR = (Atot - A
35s*)/Atot = 95 to 97 %

A t ot
 : total activity at ta = 2 months, (Bq/mg of coral)

A 3 5S* : activity of 3 5 S * at t0 = 2 months (Bq/mg of coral)

The possibility of a chemical separation of 0Ca* and S* rôdio-

isotopes was rejected, on the other hand, an additional error on the

measure of the activity of 4^Ca* was added (*).

45Ca* and 3 5 S * radioactivity of coral before implantation

The counting method by liquid scintillation is destructive :

the activity of 45Ca* of the coral cylinders to be implanted cannot be

determined directly. In each shuttle of irradiation, we placed two coral

cylinders of the same diameter and of 5 mm length at the extremities

of the coral"to be implanted.

The 45Ca* activities by unity of mass of the small cylinders

irradiated simultaneously are the same : the dispersion of the neutronic

flux inside the shuttle is negligible . The 4 5Ca* activity, by unity

of mass of the coral cylinder may be compared to the mean of 4^1Ca*

activity, by unity of mass, of the two small cylinders (Table III).

Ca activity of the
coral cylinder placed
at the top of the
shuttel in Bq/mg

45Ca activity of the
coral cylinder placed
at the bottom of the
shuttel in Bq/mg

Mean Ca activity
in Bq/mg

1

59 ±

59 i

59 ±

2

2

2

2

60 ±

60 t

60 ±

2

2

3

60 ±

59 ±

59 t

Z

2

2

Irradiation number

C,

60 ±

59 ±

60 ±

Z

2

2

57

52

54

5

i 2

± 2

i Z

6

60 ±

60 ±

60 ±

Z

2

2

7

58 i

59 '-

59 i

2

2

2

C

59 - ?

56 : *

57 i Ï

Table III : 45Ca* activities of the coral cylinder to be implanted

at ta = 7 months
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Using gamma spectrometry, 85$r* radioactivity induced by the

nuclear reaction ^^Sr(n,y)^^Sr* in the irradiated coral, seemed to us

sufficient to follow its behaviour after implantation too.

The 8f>$r* is a Y emitter of 514 KeV energy and with a period

of 64.5 days. The 85$r* radioactivities of the coral cylinders to be

implanted are measured at the contact of a Ge(Li) detector with a volume

of 100 cm3 and a resolution of 2.5 at 3 keV (Table IV).

OC

Sr activity of
the coral cylinder
to be implanted
in Bq/mg

Irradiation number

1

59 i 3

2

62 ± 2

3

59 ± 3

4

62 Ï 3

5

59 t 3

6

61 i 3

7 • 8

59 ; 2 ; 60 i 3

i

Table IV

"P5Sr* activities of coral cylinders to be implanted at

ta=7 months

The radioactivities ^Ca* and 85$r* of coral before implantation

were corrected for 7 months after irradiation : whatever the time after

implantation, the radioactivity measurements of the implants were made

precisely at this date. From tables III and IV, the successive irradiations

are reproductible. We calculate for all the coral cylinders to be implanted

a mean 45ça* activity and a mean ^5$ r* activity. These activities will

be used as a reference at time t = O of implantation.

At ta = 7 months :

(t = O) = 59 ± 2 Bq/mg

(t = O) = 60 ± 1 Bq/mg

IV . IMPLANTATION

The animal experimentation took place in the I.N.R.A.

Laboratories in Clermont-Ferrand. This inst i tu te placed nine ovines at

our disposal.

The coral implants were ster i l ized in an autoclave at 1300C

for one hour. The implantation site of the coral cylinders was localized

at the level of t.hp nipt.anhvsis in thr> «;nnnnw n.irt nf tf>n -Fr.*,...*-
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b)

Spongy bone

fetaphysis

corticales

c)

Sampling

corticale 7

/ Intermediate part
- (initially the

coral)

FIGURE I
Implantations

- We implanted a cylinder of radioactivated coral in each of

the right femurs and a cylinder of non radioactivated coral, as a

reference, In each of the left femurs of eight ovines. Each animal

represents a date of sampling : 1, 2, 3, 4, 7, 11 and 20 weeks after

the implantation. It is sacrificed to retrieve the two femurs.

- On the ninth ovine, taking the risk of destroying the bone

cells, we implanted in the femur a cylinder of irradiated coral for three

hours and of a total activity of ̂  2.105 Bq. For an implant irradiated

for 30 min and with a total activity of n. 3.104 Bq, radioactivity in

the blood after implantation is undetectable.

Samplings and preparation of the samples

The samples are taken from the intermediate part (initially

the coral) and from the cortical close to the implant.

All the samples are cut into two pieces. One of the two pieces

is subjected to a physico chemical analysis. The other one is intended

to be studied by a radioactive tracer. It is first counted at the contact

of a Ge(Li) detector to determine the 8E>Sr* radioactivity which is

detectable only in the intermediate part (initially the radioactive coral).
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Then, it is calcined at 60O0C, dissolved and counted by liquid

scintillation to measure the ^Ca* radioactivity.

On the ninth ovine, we take 50 ml of blood, 3 times a week.

These samples are centrifuged to separate the plasma from the globules,

because most of the calcium in the blood is in the plasma. Then, we measure

the 4^Ca* radioactivity in the plasma with a liquid scintillation

spectrometer

V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

4 5Ca* and 85Sr* radioactivities in the implanted coral

The percentage of 4^Ca* or 85$r* remaining in the radioactivated

coral at the date "t" after implantation is represented by the following

relation :

% 4 5Ca* or 8 5Sr* (t) = A45Ca* or 8 5Sr* (t) x

A45Ca* or 8 5Sr* (t-0)

A45Ca* or 85Sr*(t) : activity of Ca or Sr, by unity of mass, in the

intermediate part at date t after implantation.

Here, ta = 7 months.

•4-J

S-

(U
O

O
O

Tine after implantation in weeks Time after implantation in weeks

FIGURE II

Percentage of 45CA* and of 85Sr* remaining in the intermediate part

(initially the radioactived coral) in function of time after implantation
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Radioactivity in blood circuit

16 20

IMPLANTATION
t Time after implantation in weeks

FIGURE I I I
6" radioactivity in plasma in function of time after implantation

Radioactivity in skeleton

Time after implantation in weeks

CQ

+J
O

12 16

Time after implantation in weeks

FIGURE IV
Radioactivity in the corticales and in the intermediate part ( in i t ia l ly

non radioactive) in function of time after implantation
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The 45Ca* and 8 5Sr* radioisotopes are respectively the indicators

of Ca and Sr which constitute the initial coral.

Ca and Sr have similar chemical and biological properties :
45Ca and ai3Sr radioactivities in the implant have a similar kinetics of

decrease (Figure II.a and II.b).

Five months after implantation, 5 % of Ca and Sr remains in

the intermediate part (initially the radioactive coral). The blood calcium

is identified to a central behaviour of calcium in the body or "calcium

pool" (fig. IV)(8). The presence of 3" radioactivity in the plasma shows

us that the calcium in the coral integrates the blood circuit (figure IV).

The phenomenon of accretion of the calcium from the pool in

the bone explains the presence of radioactivity in the corticals and

in the intermediate part (initially the non radioactive coral) (Figure

III). After integrating the blood circuit, the return of the calcium

of the biomaterial to the initial site is very weak. Indeed, in the

intermediate part, which is used as a reference, the 45Ca* radioactivity

is less than 0,03 % of the initial radioactivity.

The Ca of the biomaterial is used by the body for skeleton

mineralisaticm.

V

FIGURE V

Principal ways of calcium metabolism^'
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IV. INTERPRETATION

Wo compare the results obtained by radioactive marking of coral,

to major element concentration by neutronic radioactivation. The percentage

of total calcium or total strontium remaining in the intermediate part

(initially radioactive coral) is calculated by the following relation :

XCa or Sr(t) =
[ C a ] 1 . or [ S r ] t

x 100

[ Ca J t or L Sr 1 1

l>]t:=0
or

: amount of total calcium or total strontium in

the implant, at date t after implantation

[Ca_1t=o o r [S r J t=Q : amount of total calcium or total strontium in

the implant, at date t before implantation

S-

S 3°r

o
CJ

The total calcium

-\

\\
V-i Calcium <

Calcium
issued from
the organism

Time after implantation in weeks

IA
C
O

•f—

<o
S-
+->
c:
o
C
O
CJ

. The total strontium
* Strontium 85

Strontium
... issued
j from
-5—organism

Time after implantation in weeks

FIGURE VI

Mineralisation of the implant
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This comparison allows us to see that there is a contribution

of Ca and of Sr from the organism. This contribution helps bone

neo-formation showed by X-ray diffraction (!»2,7).

The bone neo-formation is preceded by destruction of the

biomaterial : the Ca and the Sr of the coral do not contribute to the

new constitution of the implant. This destruction may be compared to

a reduction, because histological studies show the presence of ostecclasts

and osteoblasts (cells responsible for bone reduction and formation)

at the implant contact (3>5)_

VII. CONCLUSION

In this work, we have quantified coral transformation after

its implantation using radioactive tracers. The coral marking by neutronic

activation completes different studies we made before on ossification

mechanism for this biomaterial. We have established the transfer kinetics

of calcium biomaterial in the blood circuit and showed its use by the

organism for-skeleton mineralisation.

These results lead us once more to the conclusion that coral

is biocompatible, but especially confirm the hypothesis that this

biomaterial reduces and is followed by bone neo-formation.

This study reflects the importance of nuclear technical analyses

in the understanding of metabolism in living matter.
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